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ABSTRACT
The protohalo patches from which halos form are defined by a number of constraints
imposed on the Lagrangian dark matter density field. Each of these constraints con-
tributes to biasing the spatial distribution of the protohalos relative to the matter. We
show how measurements of this spatial distribution – linear combinations of protohalo
bias factors – can be used to make inferences about the physics of halo formation.
Our analysis exploits the fact that halo bias factors satisfy consistency relations which
encode this physics, and that these relations are the same even for sub-populations
in which assembly bias has played a role. We illustrate our methods using a model
in which three parameters matter: a density threshold, the local slope and the curva-
ture of the smoothed density field. The latter two are nearly degenerate; our approach
naturally allows one to build an accurate effective two-parameter model for which the
consistency relations still apply. This, with an accurate description of the smooth-
ing window, allows one to describe the protohalo-matter cross-correlation very well,
both in Fourier and configuration space. We then use our determination of the large
scale bias parameters together with the consistency relations, to estimate the enclosed
density and mean slope on the Lagrangian radius scale of the protohalos. Direct mea-
surements of these quantities, made on smaller scales than those on which the bias
parameters are typically measured, are in good agreement.
Key words: large-scale structure of Universe
1 INTRODUCTION
Halos and the galaxies they host are biased tracers of the
dark matter density field (Kaiser 1984; Bardeen et al. 1986;
Mo & White 1996). To extract cosmological information
from galaxy surveys, this bias must be understood. In the
best studied models of halo formation, the bias is a conse-
quence of the fact that the protohalo patches from which
halos form are defined by a number of constraints imposed
on the initial Lagrangian dark matter density field. Each
one of these constraints contributes to biasing the spatial
distribution of the protohalos relative to the matter. Thus,
in principle, there is valuable halo formation physics hidden
in the bias parameters. In fact, the bias parameters sat-
isfy a hierarchy of consistency relations (Musso et al. 2012;
Paranjape et al. 2013). These consistency relations not only
allow us to check the self-consistency of the bias prescrip-
tion, but they also potentially open the road to learning
about the physics of halo formation. The main goal of this
? E-mail: chan@ice.cat (KCC)
paper is to demonstrate that we can indeed extract infor-
mation about the small scale physics of halo formation from
measurements of the large scale clustering of halos. In par-
ticular, our methodology allows one to estimate if assembly
bias effects, of the sort first identified by Sheth & Tormen
(2004), are present in the halo population. In this respect,
our work complements that of Castorina et al. (2016a,b);
whereas they used configuration space methods to address
similar issues, we, like Modi et al. (2016), use Fourier space
measurements.
This paper is organized as follows. We provide a new
derivation of the consistency relations for the linear La-
grangian bias parameters using a straightforward linear al-
gebra method in Sec. 2.1. Since protohalos are extended ob-
jects, we discuss the importance of smoothing in Sec. 2.2. In
Sec. 2.3 we illustrate our arguments with some specific ex-
amples, which we use to address the question of degeneracies
between parameters and effective versus exact models of the
physics. After showing the measurements of the correlations
in configuration and Fourier space in Sec. 3.1, in Sec. 3.2 we
discuss our direct estimates of quantities which are thought
c© 2016 The Authors
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to matter for the small scale physics of halo formation, some
of which are novel. In Sec. 3.3, we use a two-bias parameter
model to fit measurements of the Fourier space bias signal.
The halo collapse threshold inferred from the consistency
relation is compared with the direct measurements of the
overdensity within Lagrangian protohalos in Sec. 3.4, and
a similar test of the profile slope is in Sec. 3.5. We revisit
the physical meaning of the consistency relations in Sec. 3.6.
We summarize our findings and conclude in Sec. 4. An Ap-
pendix is devoted to the study of the correlation function in
real space, and shows that although bias parameters may de-
pend on smoothing window, the combination which matters
for the consistency relation does not.
2 LAGRANGIAN CONSTRAINTS, BIAS AND
CONSISTENCY RELATIONS
Although ultimately we are interested in halos in Eulerian
space, as they are potentially observable, the modelling of
halo properties often starts in Lagrangian space. This is pri-
marily because the statistics of the Lagrangian field are eas-
ier to describe, particularly if the initial conditions were
Gaussian. The best-studied models are the peak (Kaiser
1984; Bardeen et al. 1986; Desjacques & Sheth 2010), excur-
sion set (Press & Schechter 1974; Bond et al. 1991; Musso
et al. 2012) and excursion set peak (Appel & Jones 1990;
Paranjape & Sheth 2012; Paranjape et al. 2013; Biagetti
et al. 2014; Dizgah et al. 2016) approaches. In all three ap-
proaches, describing how the initial Lagrangian protohalos
evolve to form the final Eulerian halos is a separate step. In
what follows, we do not consider this second step, except to
point out that the way forward is described in Desjacques
et al. (2010). For a recent review on halo bias, see Desjacques
et al. (2016).
2.1 General formalism
In one of the simplest models, a protohalo is identified with
any position where the smoothed field exceeds a (physically
motivated) threshold. The peak model adds the additional
constraints that the spatial gradient of the smoothed field
should vanish and that the curvature should be negative.
These constraints on the scale of the protohalo patch impact
correlations between the protohalo centers and the large-
scale matter distribution. Our goal is to extract these con-
straints from large-scale cross correlations.
However, to do so, we must first address the fact that
‘smoothing’ is common to all halo formation models. I.e.,
it is the average properties of the field centered on a patch
in the initial conditions which determine whether or not it
will become a halo. Therefore, the shape of the smoothing
window W is expected to play an important role. For this
reason, it is important to note that the analysis which follows
is generic for all window choices; we will only specify our
choice of window in the next subsection.
We suppose that the constraints are given by the vector
C. If the constraint variables are set to be C = C, then
the expectation value of the large-scale field ∆ given the
constraints is
〈∆|C = C〉 =
∫
d∆ p(∆|C = C)∆∫
d∆ p(∆|C = C) , (1)
where p(∆|C = C) is the distribution of ∆ conditioned on
C = C. In general, we must integrate over the distribution
of the constraint Π(C) as well:
〈∆|C〉 =
∫
dCΠ(C) ∫ d∆ p(∆|C) ∆∫
dCΠ(C) ∫ d∆ p(∆|C) . (2)
We will often assume that ∆ is the density field
smoothed on a large scale at the same spatial position at
which the constraints were specified, but we can take it to
be other fields at other positions if we wish. If ∆ is taken to
be the density, 〈∆|C〉 would be the profile of the Lagrangian
halos. The large-scale field only serves as a surrogate for
extracting the smaller scale halo formation physics. This
physics is encoded in the constraint C = (C1, . . . , Cn), which
we express in terms of normalized (zero-mean unit variance)
random variables. For example, it can be (ν, x, . . . ), where
ν is the peak height and x its curvature. The Fourier trans-
forms of these quantities are defined as
ν(k) =
W (kR)√
s0
δm(k), (3)
x(k) =
k2W (kR)√
s2
δm(k), (4)
where δm(k) is (a Fourier mode of) the dark matter den-
sity contrast, and W is the smoothing window. The spectral
moment sj is defined as
sj(R) ≡
∫
dk
2pi2
k2(1+j)Pm(k)W
2(kR), (5)
where Pm(k) is the linear power spectrum evaluated at z =
0. In what follows, we will also be interested in the ‘slope’
variable
u(k) =
1√
su
dW (kR)
ds0(R)
δm(k), (6)
where
su(R) =
∫
dk
2pi2
k2Pm(k)
(
dW (kR)
ds0(R)
)2
. (7)
In real space, these variables are
ν(r) =
1√
s0
∫
d3r′W (r′;R)δm(r − r′) = δ(r)√
s0
, (8)
x(r) = − 1√
s2
∫
d3r′∇2r′W (r′;R)δm(r − r′) = −∇
2
rδ(r)√
s2
,
(9)
u(r) =
1√
su
∫
d3r′
dW (r′;R)
ds0(R)
δm(r − r′) = 1√
su
dδ(r)
ds0(R)
,
(10)
where we have denoted the smoothed dark matter density
field by δ. These variables illustrate a few of the ways in
which the smoothing window W appears in the constrained
variables. We are now ready to consider generic relations
between the constraints.
The constrained Gaussian field is still Gaussian and its
mean and variance are well-known (see e.g. Appendix D in
Bardeen et al. 1986). In particular when C is constrained to
have some specific values C, then the conditional mean of ∆
is
〈∆|C = C〉 = 〈∆C〉j〈CC〉−1jkCk, (11)
MNRAS 000, 1–17 (2016)
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where the vector 〈∆C〉 denotes the cross correlation between
∆ and the constraint variables, and 〈CC〉 is the covariance
matrix between the constraint variables.
Clearly, the right hand side of Eq. 11 is a sum of many
terms. If we multiply 〈∆C〉〈CC〉−1 first, then the terms will
be grouped according to Ck. For bias, we instead wish to
group terms by their scale dependence, which means we
group by the elements of 〈∆C〉. We define the linear bias
coefficients as
〈∆|C = C〉 = 〈∆C〉j〈CC〉1j
√
s0b
(j)
1 , (12)
where b
(j)
1 is the j
th linear bias coefficient
b
(j)
1 =
1√
s0
〈CC〉1j〈CC〉−1jkCk. (13)
(Note that j is not summed over in Eq. 13.) In Eq. 12 we
have divided by 〈CC〉1j and introduced √s0 so that the
dimension of the resultant bias parameter b
(j)
1 agrees with
the usual expansion in the density contrast. Note that
√
s0
appears quite differently from other variables, so we shall
treat it differently (e.g., when we consider bias at differ-
ent times). Sometimes it is advantageous to use the variable√
s0b
(j)
1 because it can be completely expressed in terms of
the normalized dimensionless variables. We also stress that
the b
(j)
1 defined here have not (yet) been averaged over the
constraint, i.e. they explicitly depend on C.
Eq. 13 is interesting because it enables us to express
the bias parameters directly in terms of the constraints C,
making the bias problem simply a linear algebra problem.
In particular, we can invert Eq. 13 to express Ck in terms of
the b
(j)
1 :
Ck = 〈CC〉kj
√
s0 b
(j)
1
〈CC〉1j . (14)
There are n relations between the bias parameters, where n
is the dimension of 〈CC〉, and they simply reflect the under-
lying constraints on halo formation. Note that the bias in
Eq. 13 and the consistency relations in Eq. 14 only depend
on C, but not ∆. This echoes our previous assertion that the
large-scale field ∆ is only used to extract the constraint C.
In addition, recall that we have yet to average over the
constraint variables. Since averaging is a linear operation,
our analysis also shows that partial averages will also satisfy
similar consistency relations. As we discuss later, this means
that our analysis is immune to what is known as ‘assembly
bias’. I.e., although the numerical values of ‘assembly bi-
ased’ bias factors may be different from those of the parent
population, the algebraic relations between the bias factors
– Eq. 14 – will be the same as for the parent population.
The full consistency relations are already given by
Eq. 14. However, the first of these consistency relations for
C1 is particularly simple. By putting k = 1 in Eq. 14, we get
∑
j
b
(j)
1 =
C1√
s0
. (15)
Eq. 15 is interesting because it shows that the value
of the constrained variable C1 can be determined if one has
measured the bias parameters b
(j)
1 . This shows explicitly why
measurements of the large scale bias can be used to learn
about the small-scale physics of halo formation. Notice in
particular that if the constrained variables must be aver-
aged over, then this will yield averaged values of b
(j)
1 whose
values will depend on the range over which the average was
taken. Inserting these averaged values in Eq. 15 yields the
corresponding averaged value of C1. Since the same proce-
dure works whatever the range over which the average was
taken, Eq. 15 shows that the bias factors of an ‘assembly bi-
ased’ population can be used to infer what was the physics
which led to the assembly bias. While one might have wor-
ried that the procedure for recovering the physics of forma-
tion might have been different for each sub-population, the
analysis above shows that this is not the case.
Eq. 15 has been derived previously, in the context of a
specific model in which n = 2, following a rather different
approach (Musso et al. 2012; Paranjape et al. 2013), where it
was called a ‘consistency’ relation. Our analysis shows how
to extend the consistency relation to arbitrary n and arbi-
trary constraints. On the other hand, the analysis above is
for the first order (sometimes called ‘linear’) bias parameter.
There are consistency relations associated with higher order
bias parameters (Musso et al. 2012; Paranjape et al. 2013).
Based on the results of Musso et al. (2012), we write down
the high order consistency relations in Sec. 3.6. Castorina &
Sheth (2017) show how to extend these to n arbitrary vari-
ables and constraints using a generating function approach.
So it would be interesting to extend the simple linear al-
gebra method developed here to describe higher order bias.
However, doing so is beyond the scope of this work.
2.2 Smoothing windows
The analysis above is valid regardless of the form of W . We
now turn to the question of what one should use for W .
We expect it to have a characteristic scale R, so its Fourier
transform will be a function of the combination kR. In what
follows, we will use the effective window function proposed
in Chan et al. (2015), the Fourier transform of which is
WEff(kR) = WTH(kR)WG(kR/5), (16)
where WTH and WG denote the top hat and Gaussian win-
dow function respectively:
WTH(x) = (3/x
3) (sinx− x cosx), (17)
WG(x) = e
−x2/2. (18)
There are a number of reasons why we will work with
WEff , rather than WTH or WG. But before we list them, it is
worth noting that although all three filters tend to unity at
x 1, they are not all equally compact. A crude measure of
the extent of these filters is given by expanding W to lowest
order in k. Then WEff(x) ≈ 1−3x2/25, WTH(x) ≈ 1−x2/10,
and WG(x) ≈ 1−x2/2, which suggests that, if we wanted to
replace WEff by a tophat or a Gaussian, then we should set
R2G = (6/25)R
2
Eff and R
2
TH = (6/5)R
2
Eff . Thus, the tophat
is the most compact of the three, and the Gaussian is the
most extended. This difference will be important below.
The first reason we like WEff is purely technical. Al-
though many of the expressions above are formally well-
defined for an arbitrary smoothing window, in practice, some
lead to divergences. For example, sj defined in Eq. 5 plays
an important role in peak theory. However, for WTH, the
MNRAS 000, 1–17 (2016)
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Figure 1. Cross correlation coefficients 〈νx〉 (solid blue), 〈νu〉
(dashed green) and 〈xu〉 (dotted-dashed red) as a function of halo
mass, when the smoothing window is given by Eq. 16.
integral above diverges if j ≥ 2, whereas it is well-behaved
for WEff .
The second is more physical. With WEff , Chan et al.
(2015) were able to provide an accurate description of pro-
tohalos in simulations using just two bias parameters: those
associated with ν and u. In contrast, with WG, just ν and
u are not enough to accurately describe protohalos. That is
to say, WEff allows us to use the n = 2 consistency relations
above to constrain halo formation. I.e., of the potentially
vast number of physical parameters which may matter for
halo formation, WEff allows us to work with just n = 2. This
is a very useful simplification.
Finally, WEff allows us to illustrate some subtle issues
associated with our approach. For example, x = u for a
Gaussian smoothing window because
dWG(kR)
d ln s0(R)
=
s0(R)
2R2s1(R)
k2R2 WG(kR). (19)
Therefore, for general smoothing windows, such as our
Eq. 16, we expect to find that although x and u are for-
mally different, in practice, constraints on x may be rather
degenerate with those on u.
To illustrate this point, Fig. 1 shows the cross correla-
tion coefficients
〈νx〉 = s1√
s0s2
≡ γνx, (20)
〈νu〉 = 1/2√
s0su
≡ γνu, (21)
〈xu〉 = 1/2√
s2su
ds1
ds0
≡ γxu. (22)
as a function of smoothing scale R (recall halo mass M ∝
R3). Notice that 〈xu〉 ≈ 1, and 〈νx〉 and 〈νu〉 are similar in
magnitude, as expected (recall that 〈xu〉 = 1 for Gaussian
smoothing). In what follows, we will use this fact to address
a number of issues which arise when different physical pa-
rameters are nearly degenerate.
2.3 Specific examples
It is common to set C1 = ν, although this is not neces-
sary. In the simplest peak model, a proto-halo patch sat-
isfies three constraints: the value of the enclosed overden-
sity (the height), the first derivative with respect to spatial
position (which must be zero to be a local peak), and the
second derivative with respect to spatial position (the peak
curvature) (Bardeen et al. 1986). In the simplest excursion
set peak model, there is an additional constraint on the first
derivative with respect to smoothing scale (the excursion set
slope) (Appel & Jones 1990; Musso & Sheth 2012; Paranjape
& Sheth 2012). More sophisticated models include the shear
and the shape (e.g. Sheth et al. 2013; Biagetti et al. 2014;
Castorina et al. 2016b); we will ignore these complications.
The first spatial derivative is independent of the other
three variables, and it is constrained to be zero anyway. So,
in practice, n = 2 for the peak model and n = 3 for excur-
sion set peak. It is typical to order these as C = (ν, x, u),
where the three variables have zero mean, and they have
been normalized by the rms values of the height, curvature
and slope, respectively. Therefore, 〈CC〉 has unity along its
diagonal. In addition, since x ≈ u, we will use this example
to show how our formulation of consistency relations works
when n ≥ 2, as well as to address the question of what one
should do when different physical parameters are nearly de-
generate.
E.g., if x and u are nearly degenerate, shouldn’t the
bias factors for each be similar? If so, how is it that the
n = 3 consistency relation does not double count the contri-
bution from the two terms? Alternatively, what form does
the consistency relation take if fundamentally both x and
u matter, but we suppose that only one of them matters?
Can we effectively group the b
(2)
1 and b
(3)
1 terms together
in the consistency relations? Such questions are relevant to
the issue of efficiency in describing the halo distribution:
How many variables are sufficient to capture the physics?
In what follows, we will consider both the 2-parameter and
3-parameter models.
The previous section showed that linear combinations of
the bias factors allow one to isolate the dependence of halo
formation on ν, x and u. To see this in practice, suppose
that n = 1 and C1 = ν. Then
b
(1)
1 = νc/
√
s0, (23)
where νc would typically be given by the spherical collapse
(SC) value νsc
νsc = δsc(z)/
√
s0, (24)
with
δsc(z) =
D(z = 0)
D(z)
δsc, (25)
where δsc = 1.68 is the SC threshold and D is the linear
growth factor. Eq. 23 is the expression for biased tracers
which appears in Kaiser (1984). If the biased tracers were
constrained to have δ ≥ δsc rather than δ = δsc, then,
because the constraint C would include an integral over
δ ≥ δsc, the bias factor b(1)1 would also be given by integrat-
ing over the allowed range, and νsc would also be replaced
by its average over the range. Note that for notational sim-
plicity we have denoted the smoothed dark matter density
MNRAS 000, 1–17 (2016)
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W ∗ δm simply as δ, and the window function is implicitly
included in δ and the constraint variables.
The next non-trivial case is n = 2, with C = (ν, x) in the
peak model, and (ν, u) in the excursion set approach, where
ν is the overdensity as before, u its slope with respect to
smoothing scale, and x its curvature with respect to spatial
position. E.g., in the peak model,
〈CC〉 =
(
1 γνx
γνx 1
)
, (26)
and the bias expansion is given by
〈∆|C = (νc, xc)〉 = 〈∆δ〉b(1)1 − 〈∆∇2δ〉
s0
s1
b
(2)
1 , (27)
with the bias parameters being
b
(1)
1 =
νc − γνxxc√
s0(1− γ2νx) (28)
b
(2)
1 =
γνx(xc − γνxνc)√
s0(1− γ2νx) , (29)
where νc, and xc denote the constrained values. The consis-
tency relations read(
νc
xc
)
=
√
s0
(
b
(1)
1 + b
(2)
1
γνxb
(1)
1 + b
(2)
1 /γνx
)
. (30)
For the excursion set approach, simply replace γνx → γνu
and −〈∆∇2δ〉(s0/s1)→ 2〈∆dδ/d ln s0〉.
Notice that b
(1)
1 + b
(2)
1 = νc/
√
s0, just as when n =
1. However, b
(1)
1 here will be different from when n = 1 if
b
(2)
1 6= 0. Again, allowing a range of δc values means one must
replace b
(1)
1 and b
(2)
1 by their averaged values, and νc/
√
s0
should also be replaced by its average.
E.g., a simple model of assembly bias would be to as-
sume that all objects have the same height δc, but different
curvatures or slopes (Dalal et al. 2008; Musso & Sheth 2014;
Lazeyras et al. 2016). Eq. 28 and 29 show that populations
with different xc will have different bias parameters b
(1)
1 and
b
(2)
1 . However, because we have assumed they have the same
height νc, the sum b
(1)
1 + b
(2)
1 (the first consistency relation)
will be the same for the different populations. On the other
hand, because the left hand side of the second consistency
relation equals xc, this one will be different for the different
populations. Thus, measuring the large scale bias factors b
(1)
1
and b
(2)
1 for the populations and then using the two consis-
tency relations in Eq. 30 allows one to discover that the
populations only differ in curvature and not in height. Since
this argument obviously holds if the different populations
are constrained to have different ranges in δ and x, this ex-
ample shows explicitly how the same methodology can be
used to learn about the physics of assembly bias, without
having a priori knowledge that it was even present in the
first place. Conversely, if we have some way to directly mea-
sure δc and xc, e.g. using the direct measurements outlined
in Sec. 3, then the consistency relations provide a way to
detect assembly bias.
Finally, we consider n = 3 with C = (ν, x, u); recall that
u is associated with the excursion set upcrossing constraint
on the slope of the smoothed density field (Eq. 6). The bias
expansion reads
〈∆|C = (νc, xc, uc)〉 = 〈∆δ〉b(1)1 − 〈∆∇2δ〉
s0
s1
b
(2)
1
+ 2
〈
∆
dδ
ds0
〉
s0b
(3)
1 , (31)
and Eq. 14 becomes νcxc
uc
 = √s0
 b
(1)
1 + b
(2)
1 + b
(3)
1
γνxb
(1)
1 + b
(2)
1 /γνx + b
(3)
1 γxu/γνu
γνub
(1)
1 + b
(2)
1 γxu/γνx + b
(3)
1 /γνu
 .
(32)
In this form it is easy to see that the consistency relation is
satisfied. Clearly, our previous remarks about assembly bias
apply here too. Our main goal in this example is to illustrate
what happens when some of the parameters, in this case x
and u, are nearly degenerate. E.g., for Gaussian smoothing
〈xu〉 = 1, and 〈νu〉 = 〈νx〉 so the expressions above clearly
depend only on b
(1)
1 and (b
(2)
1 + b
(3)
1 ), and the relations for
xc and uc are the same.
The bias factors, written explicitly in terms of the cor-
relation coefficients of the constrained variables, are
b
(1)
1 =
νc − γνx xc√
s0(1− γ2νx) −
γνu − γuxγxν
1− γ2νx
b
(3)
1
γνu
, (33)
b
(2)
1 =
γνx(xc − γνx νc)√
s0(1− γ2νx) − γνx
γux − γuνγνx
1− γ2νx
b
(3)
1
γνu
, (34)
b
(3)
1 =
γνu√
s0
uc − 〈u|νc, xc〉
var(u|νc, xc) , (35)
where
〈u|νc, xc〉 = (γνu − γxuγνx)νc + (γxu − γνxγνu)xc
1− γ2νx (36)
and
var(u|νc, xc) = 1− γ
2
νx − γ2ux − γ2uν + 2γνxγνuγux
1− γ2νx . (37)
The first terms on the rhs of the expressions for b
(1)
1 and b
(2)
1
are the same as when n = 2 (compare Eq. 28 and 29), so
it appears to be straightforward to address the question of
the impact of the third variable. However, when γxu → 1,
both (uc−〈u|νc, xc〉) and var(u|νc, xc) vanish, thus b(3)1 and
hence b
(1)
1 and b
(2)
1 are indeterminate. As we discussed, in
this limit, the problem indeed reduces to the n = 2 case,
and we can choose the second variable to be either x or u.
We will return to this shortly.
We now turn to the question of estimating the bias coef-
ficients from cross-correlations with the dark matter density
field ∆. The scale dependence of bias comes from the inter-
play of three terms: 〈∆ν〉, 〈∆x〉 and 〈∆u〉, which are defined
by
〈∆ν〉 = 1√
s0
∫
dk
2pi2
k2Pm(k)W (kR), (38)
〈∆x〉 = 1√
s2
∫
dk
2pi2
k4Pm(k)W (kR), (39)
〈∆u〉 = 1√
su
∫
dk
2pi2
k2Pm(k)
dW (kR)
ds0(R)
. (40)
(We note in passing that in these expressions there is a
window function only for the protohalo/peak; there is no
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Figure 2. The three terms contributing to the effective cross
bias in Eq. 41, when M = 5 × 1013Mh−1 and the smoothing
window is given by Eq. 16. The dashed and dot-dashed terms,
which are due to the curvature and slope constraints, have rather
similar shapes.
window on ∆. Also, for a Gaussian window, 〈∆u〉 = 〈∆x〉
so we expect this to remain approximately true for other
windows.) Fourier transforming Eq. 31, and dividing by the
cross correlation between ∆ and the dark matter density
contrast δm, yields
b
(3)
eff (k) ≡
〈∆|C = C〉
〈∆δm〉
= Wb
(1)
1 +
s0
R2s1
(kR)2 Wb
(2)
1 + 2
dW
d ln s0
b
(3)
1 . (41)
Fig. 2 compares the scale dependence of the three terms on
the rhs when W is given by Eq. 16. For kR . 0.5, only the
first term is non-vanishing: hence, b
(1)
1 can be determined
from the bias signal at kR . 0.5. The other two terms are
rather similar. Therefore, when Eq. 41 is used to fit the
k-dependence of the measured bias signal, the derived con-
straints on b
(2)
1 and b
(3)
1 are likely to be degenerate, along a
locus of approximately constant b
(2)
1 + b
(3)
1 .
Having shown why b
(2)
1 and b
(3)
1 are approximately
degenerate, we are ready to reconsider the issue of
var(u|ν, x)→ 0. It is particularly instructive to consider the
following variables
x± ≡ x± u√
2(1± γxu)
for which γν± ≡ γνx ± γνu√
2(1± γxu)
. (42)
These variables are uncorrelated with each other, and this
simplifies the analysis. By analogy with Eq. 33-37, the bias
factors are
b
(1)
1 =
νc − γν+ x+c√
s0(1− γ2ν+)
− b
(−)
1
1− γ2ν+
, (43)
b
(+)
1 =
γν+(x+c − γν+ νc)√
s0(1− γ2ν+)
+
γ2ν+b
(−)
1
1− γ2ν+
, (44)
b
(−)
1 =
γν−√
s0
x−c − 〈x−|νc, x+c〉
var(x−|νc, x+c) (45)
where
〈x−|νc, x+c〉 = γν−
1− γ2ν+
(νc − γν+x+c) (46)
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Figure 3. The terms γν+T+ (solid blue) and γν−T− (dashed
red) when M = 5 × 1013 Mh−1, shown as a function of kR.
Note that γν−T− remains close to zero compared to γν+T+ until
kR ∼ 3.
and
var(x−|νc, x+c) = 1− γ
2
ν+ − γ2ν−
1− γ2ν+
. (47)
It is again easy to see that the consistency relation is
the same as before. However, now var(x−|νc, x+c) is well-
behaved, so it is clear that, when γν−  1 (when x = u,
γν− is still indeterminate), then b
(−)
1  1 and the system
reduces to one involving just two constrained variables, νc
and x+c = (xc + uc)/2.
Using Eq. 12, the corresponding effective bias expansion
reads
b3
′
eff = b
(1)
1 W + b
(+)
1 T+ + b
(−)
1 T−, (48)
where
T± =
s0k
2
s1
W
γνx
γνx ± γνu ± 2
dW
d ln s0
γνu
γνx ± γνu . (49)
(In the ± sign, + and − are for T+ and T− respectively.)
The quantities which actually matter for the bias ex-
pansion are γν±T±. Fig. 3 shows that for kR . 3, γν−T− 
γν+T+ and so the b
(−)
1 T− term can be neglected. There-
fore, when fitting to data at kR . 3, it should be a good
approximation to neglect the x− variable and use only the
effective two-parameter model. This is important, as when
fitting data, one does not know a priori how many variables
are important for the physics. The fact that b
(−)
1 T−  1
means that working with the effective two-variable problem
will not yield biased results.
3 CROSS CORRELATIONS AND
LAGRANGIAN BIAS CONSISTENCY
RELATIONS
As discussed in the previous section, the cross correlation
between the dark matter field and the Lagrangian protoha-
los encodes the constraints used to define the Lagrangian
protohalos. We shall check this using Lagrangian protoha-
los obtained in numerical simulations. To do so, we identify
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Figure 4. Cross correlation between Lagrangian protohalo centers and the dark matter measured in the Oriana (circles) and Carmen
(triangles) simulations and extrapolated to z = 0 using the linear growth factor. The corresponding Eulerian halos were identified at
z = 0.97 (left) and 0 (right). Inset lists masses in units of Mh−1. Less massive protohalos have steeper profiles, in good agreement with
a generic prediction of peak theory.
Eulerian halos at some redshift z, and trace the constituent
particles in each halo back to the initial redshift z∗. The
position of the Lagrangian protohalo is estimated using the
center of mass of the particles in the Lagrangian space.
In this work, we use two sets of simulations from the
LasDamas project, denoted by Oriana and Carmen respec-
tively. Both sets assume a flat ΛCDM model with the cosmo-
logical parameters, Ωm = 0.25, ΩΛ = 0.75 and σ8 = 0.8. The
initial conditions are Gaussian with spectral index ns = 1,
and transfer function output from CMBFAST (Seljak & Zal-
darriaga 1996). The initial displacement fields are set using 2LPT
(Crocce et al. 2006) at z∗ = 49. The simulations are evolved us-
ing the public code Gadget2 (Springel 2005). In the Oriana sim-
ulations, there are 12803 particles in a cubic box of size 2400
Mpch−1. For the Carmen simulations, there are 11203 particles
in a box of size 1000 Mpch−1. Thus the particle mass in Oriana
and Carmen is 4.57 × 1011 and 4.94 × 1010Mh−1 respectively.
We use 5 realizations from Oriana and 7 from Carmen. In each,
the Eulerian halos are identified using a Friends-Of-Friends algo-
rithm (Davis et al. 1985) with linking length b = 0.156 at z = 0.97
and 0. We only consider halos with at least 65 particles. We bin
the halos into thin narrow mass bins of width ∆ lnM = 0.157.
To avoid contamination from evolution, by Lagrangian space we
mean the initial Gaussian density field evaluated at the grid po-
sitions instead of the displaced 2LPT field.
3.1 Lagrangian cross-correlations in configuration
and Fourier space
We measure cross-correlations between the initial Lagrangian pro-
tohalo positions and the dark matter at the initial time using
configuration space and Fourier methods.
The configuration space signal, ξc is simply the mean density
profile around the Lagrangian halo centre (e.g. Peebles 1980).
Fig. 4 shows this cross-correlation for a range of narrow mass
bins; much of the dependence on mass is removed if distances are
scaled by RLag, which is defined as
RLag ≡
(
M
4piρ¯m/3
)1/3
(50)
(ρ¯m is the comoving density of the dark matter). However, there
is some residual mass dependence: ξc drops slightly more rapidly
for lower mass halos. The plot shows that, within RLag, ξc is
larger for less massive halos, but the mass trend reverses beyond
RLag: i.e., less massive protohalos have steeper profiles. This is
in qualitative agreement with a generic prediction of peak theory
(Sheth 1999). In the present context, this confirmation of the peak
prediction is interesting, but it is only a means to an end.
The cross power spectrum Pc(k) between the initial La-
grangian protohalo overdensity field δhalo, and that of the dark
matter at the initial time, δm, is defined as
〈δhalo(k1)δm(k2)〉 = (2pi)3Pc(k1)δD(k1 + k2), (51)
where δD is the Dirac delta function. Note that Pc(k) is the
Fourier transform of ξc, and that δhalo here should not be con-
fused with δc, the overdensity within a protohalo patch, which
played a major role in the previous section.
Since the Lagrangian matter power spectrum is
〈δm(k1)δm(k2)〉 = (2pi)3Pm(k1)δD(k1 + k2), (52)
we define the Lagrangian cross bias parameter
bc(k, z) ≡ D(z∗)
D(0)
(Pc(k, z∗; z)
Pm(k, z∗)
− 1
)
, (53)
where D is the linear growth factor. Note that we extrapolate
the Lagrangian bias parameter to z = 0 using linear evolution of
bias. The presence of unity in Eq. 53 is due to the finite initial
redshift in simulation (see, e.g., Chan et al. 2012). The argument
z denotes the redshift at which the Eulerian halos were identified.
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Figure 5. The slope variable 2 dξWc /d ln s0, shown as a function of the smoothing scale R expressed in units of RLag. The slope is
maximal around RLag, with less massive halos having steeper slopes.
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Figure 6. Direct estimates of the mean density enclosed within
RLag, shown as a function of the scaled mass variable νsc ≡
δsc/
√
s0. Green symbols show measurements based on Eq. 57
and red ones show the traditional estimator based on Eq. 55.
Data from the Carmen and Oriana simulation sets at z = 0.97
and 0 are used. The triangles (upper set) denote the estimates
using WTH; the circles (lower set) used WEff ; in both cases, lower
mass protohalos are more overdense.
3.2 Direct estimates of the mean enclosed
overdensity and slope
The consistency relations for the enclosed overdensity and its
slope, both evaluated on the scale RLag, state that(
νc
uc
)
=
√
s0
(
b
(1)
1 + b
(2)
1
γνub
(1)
1 + b
(2)
1 /γνu
)
(54)
(compare Eq. 30). We test these relations by measuring the quan-
tities on the left- and right-hand sides.
The enclosed overdensity is obtained by smoothing the den-
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Figure 7. Same as Fig. 6, but now for the slope variable
2dξWc /d ln s0. Again, the configuration- and Fourier-based meth-
ods are in good agreement.
sity profile, so it is just
ξWc (R) =
∫
dr 4pir2W (r;R) ξc(r). (55)
Here W is the inverse Fourier transform of the smoothing window
defined earlier, so it has units of inverse volume. E.g., for a tophat,
W = Θ(R/r−1)/(4piR3/3), and for WEff , see Chan et al. (2015).
I.e., ξWc (R) is the cross correlation ξc(r) shown in Fig. 4, smoothed
by the effective window function.
Similarly, the slope variable is
〈Uh〉 ≡ 〈dδh(R)/ds0(R)〉 = dξWc (R)/ds0(R), (56)
where δh is the overdensity within a protohalo patch when
smoothed on scaleR (it is not δhalo defined in Eq. 51!). For reasons
which will become clear shortly, Fig. 5 shows a related measure
of the slope: 2s0 〈Uh〉 ≡ 2 dξWc (R)/d ln s0(R). As for ξc, normal-
izing distances by RLag removes most of the mass dependence.
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Figure 8. The bias parameter bc, obtained from the Fourier space cross-correlation between the dark matter and Lagrangian protohalos
patches of halos identified at z = 0.97 (left panel) and z = 0 (right panel), in the Oriana (circles) and Carmen (triangles) simulations.
Halos span a wide range of masses (legend is in units of Mh−1). Smooth curves show the result of fitting Eq. 59 to these measurements.
For all masses, we find that the slope has an obvious maximum
on scales that are very close to RLag, and this maximum is larger
for the less massive halos. Also note that there is an additional
small dependence on z. The maximum feature in Fig. 5 arises be-
cause there is an intrinsic window function in ξc, and ξWc changes
rapidly when the external window function has large overlap with
the intrinsic one. This happens when R ∼ RLag, and hence a peak
results.
The quantities which are most directly related to the consis-
tency relations are the mean enclosed overdensity and slope on
scale RLag. While the previous expressions show how to estimate
them from ξc, they can also be written as sums over Fourier space
quantities:
〈δh〉 = ξWc (RLag) =
∫
dk k2
2pi2
Pc(k)W (kRLag) (57)
and
〈Uh〉 =
dξWc (RLag)
ds0(RLag)
=
∫
dk k2
2pi2
Pc(k)
dW (kRLag)
ds0(RLag)
. (58)
Figs. 6 and 7 show that our direct estimates of 〈δh〉 and 〈Uh〉
using Pc(k) are in excellent agreement with the more traditional
estimators which are based on ξc(r). Both estimators in Fig. 6
show that the enclosed overdensity is larger for smaller masses
(strictly speaking, for smaller νsc). This is in agreement with pre-
vious direct measurements of the mean overdensity within proto-
halo patches (Sheth et al. 2001; Robertson et al. 2009; Elia et al.
2012; Despali et al. 2013).
With these direct estimates of the overdensity and slope in
hand, we are now ready to estimate the other quantities which
appear in the consistency relations: large-scale bias factors.
3.3 Lagrangian cross bias parameters in Fourier
space
The symbols in Fig. 8 show the Lagrangian protohalo bias pa-
rameters bc for halos identified at z = 0.97 and 0 for a range
of halo masses (as indicated) obtained using Eq. 53 from the Pc
measurements. Some of the mass dependence is removed because
we plotted bc against kRLag rather than k. This plot is similar
to Fig. 5 in Chan et al. (2015). There we used it to highlight the
fact that Eq. 16 is crucial for estimating the Lagrangian bias pa-
rameters reliably, but we did not go into the details of the biasing
model. Here we instead focus on the best fit bias parameters, and
explore the consistency relations among them.
Our goal here is to model the measurements of bc shown in
Fig. 8. We start with the simple two-parameter model for the
Lagrangian cross bias bc:
beff(k) = b10 W (kR) + b01 2
dW (kR)
d ln s0(R)
. (59)
As we mentioned, the two bias parameters b10 and b01 arise from
the density threshold and slope constraints (Musso et al. 2012,
except that our b01 is what they call b11). We have changed no-
tation from b
(1)
1 in Sec. 2 to b10, etc., to highlight the fact that
the biases in Sec. 2 are un-averaged, while those measured in the
simulations are averaged over the constraints as in Eq. 2.
The smooth black curves in Fig. 8 show the result of treating
b10, b01 and R as free parameters when fitting Eq. 59 to the
measurements. In practice, to ensure that the low-k part, which
has large error bars relative to the high k-region, is properly fitted,
we first determine b10 by fitting to the low k constant part up to
kRLag < 0.15. We can do this because W → 1 and the scale-
dependent term vanishes at k  RLag (c.f. Fig. 2). We then keep
the best-fit b10 fixed and fit the remaining parameters b01 and R.
Evidently, this simple model for beff is able to provide a good fit
over the entire range of k.
Fig. 9 shows the best-fit parameters, b10, b01, and R as a
function of halo mass, expressed in terms of νsc = δsc(z)/
√
s0(M)
where large M has large νsc). Note that s0 uses Eq. 16 for the
smoothing window, and the z dependence of δsc allows us to easily
compare measurements for halos identified at different redshifts
(in this case z = 0.97 and 0). The bias parameters from different
z coincide with each other rather well, in agreement with previous
work (Sheth & Tormen 1999). We find that, although the best fit
R is close to RLag, the best-fit R/RLag decreases as νsc increases.
For low νsc, especially νsc . 1.5, the model does not work very
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Figure 9. Best-fit bias parameters b10 and b01, and window scale R as a function of protohalo mass, shown as the scaled variable
νsc = δsc(z)/
√
s0(M). Symbols show measurements in the Oriana (blue circles) and Carmen (red triangles) simulations respectively, for
halos identified at z = 0.97 (dashed) and 0 (solid). The panels for b10 and b01 also show predictions from the excursion set peak model in
which halos are assumed to form from a deterministic spherical collapse [(δc = δsc) solid yellow curve] or a stochastic ellipsoidal collapse
in (Paranjape et al. 2013) (cyan band brackets 0.1 ≤ β ≤ 0.5).
well. There are additional small differences between the results
from Carmen and Oriana simulations.
In principle, we should be able to use our Fourier space es-
timates of Pc (essentially the solid curves in Fig. 8) to predict
the measured ξc of Fig. 4. Since this is not the main focus of our
study, we only show the result in Fig. A3.
In addition, it happens that our measurements of b10 and b01
are reasonably well described by the excursion set peak formulae
of Paranjape et al. (2013) provided one assumes halos formed from
an ellipsoidal collapse with some stochasticity. In that model, a
stochastic term proportional to
√
s0 is added to the spherical
collapse barrier so that the barrier increases as νsc decreases. The
amount of stochasticity is controlled by the free parameter β. The
cyan band shows the range spanned by their models with 0.1 ≤
β ≤ 0.5. The yellow curve shows β = 0 (spherical collapse and
no stochasticity). While the general agreement is encouraging,
constraining specific collapse models is not the main focus of our
study (for more discussion of models, see Castorina et al. 2016b).
Rather, our goal is to test the accuracy of the consistency relation,
Eq. 54.
3.4 Consistency relation for the smoothed
enclosed overdensity
The first consistency relation of Eq. 54 equates the sum of the
large scale bias factors to 〈δh〉/s0, where 〈δh〉 is the mean over-
density within the protohalo patch. The red and green symbols
in the upper panel of Fig. 10 show our direct estimates of 〈δh〉
using Eq. 55 and Eq. 57 with WEff (i.e., they are the lower set of
symbols in Fig. 6). The blue symbols and curves show our esti-
mate of 〈δh〉 from the large scale bias factors: (b10 + b01) s0(M).
The lower panel shows that the consistency relation estimate of
〈δh〉 is within 4% of the direct estimate (we used the one shown
by the green symbols). This agreement is remarkable, given that
the two estimates have very different systematics: that based on
b10 and b01 is derived from two-point measurements on relatively
large scales, whereas the traditional view of the direct measure
is that it is more like a one-point measurement on substantially
smaller scales. We will have more to say about this agreement in
Section 3.6. For now, we simply note that the consistency relation
has used just n = 2 large scale bias factors to correctly predict
the enclosed Lagrangian overdensity of the protohalos measured
on much smaller scales.
It is possible that the slight discrepancy which is apparent
at lower νsc is indicating that our model, which assumes there
are only two important parameters, is overly simplistic. We ar-
gued that, in principle, our analysis permits one to add as many
parameters as desired to the bias prescription, so that the effec-
tive bias agrees with the simulation results well. That our simple
model returns an estimate which is within a few percent of the di-
rect measurement is a non-trivial self-consistency check that the
simplest requirements (recall we have just two bias parameters)
already capture most of the effects of bias. The agreement shown
in Fig. 10 means that consistency relations have opened the door
to using the scale dependence of bias to constrain halo formation
physics. Encouraged by this result, we now study the consistency
relation associated with the second variable: the slope.
3.5 Consistency relation for the slope
We will now study the consistency relation for the slope u rather
than the enclosed overdensity δh. A little algebra shows that the
second of Eqs. 54 can be re-written as
γνu b10 +
b01
γνu
=
〈u〉√
s0
= 2γνu
dξWc (R)
ds0(R)
, (60)
where u is the slope variable normalized by its rms value, defined
in Eq. 6, and ξWc (R) is the enclosed overdensity defined in Eq. 55
evaluated on scale RLag (also see Eq. 57), so dξ
W
c /ds0 is the
original unnormalized slope (Eq. 58).
The first consistency relation states that s0 times the sum
of the bias factors is an estimator of δh. For similar reasons, it
is interesting to view the second consistency relation as equating
s0 (b10 + b01/γ2νu) to 2 dξ
W
c /d ln s0 on scale RLag. We take this
latter quantity from the direct measurements shown in Fig. 5;
these are shown as the red curves in the upper panel of Fig. 11.
The green symbols and curves show the Fourier-based estimator
of Eq. 58. These clearly show steeper slopes for lower mass proto-
halos, which we asserted earlier was a generic prediction of peak
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Figure 10. Test of the first consistency relation (for protohalo
overdensities). Top panel compares direct measurements of 〈δh〉,
the enclosed overdensity in protohalo patches, with the consis-
tency relation estimate (Eq. 54). Red triangles (dashed) and green
squares (dotted) show 〈δh〉 obtained using real and Fourier-space
methods (Eqs. 55 and 57) respectively. Clearly, less massive halos
formed from protohalo patches which were more overdense. Blue
circles show that the corresponding estimate from large scale bias
(b10 + b01) s0. Bottom panel shows the ratio between the consis-
tency relation estimate and the direct estimate (from Pc); they
agree to better than 4 percent.
theory. The blue curves show s0 (b10 + b01/γ2νu). The large scale
bias factors have correctly estimated the trend for lower mass
protohalos to have steeper slopes on the scale RLag. The ratio
between the consistency relation estimate and the direct mea-
surement using Pc is plotted in the lower panel of Fig. 11. The
agreement between these estimates is roughly as good as it was
for the enclosed overdensity (compare Fig. 10).
Figs. 10 and 11 are the main results of this paper. They
show that the scale dependence of large-scale bias provides reli-
able estimates of both the density and its slope at the (smaller)
Lagrangian radius – quantities which are expected to encode the
small scale physics of halo formation. Note in particular that these
estimates do not require a priori knowledge of the physics of col-
lapse (spherical or not, deterministic or not), or the nature of the
halo population (assembly biased or not).
3.6 Consistency relations revisited
Eqs. 57 and 58 provide a simple way to see why the consistency
relations work. Start with Pc(k) = bc(k)Pm(k) and assume that
Eq. 59 for bc is not just accurate, it is exact. Then
〈δh〉 =
∫
dk k2
2pi2
Pm(k)
[
b10W
2 + b01 2W
dW
d ln s0
]
=
∫
dk k2
2pi2
Pm(k)
[
b10 W
2 + b01
dW 2
d ln s0
]
= b10s0 + b01
ds0
d ln s0
= s0 (b10 + b01), (61)
which is the first of the consistency relations in Eq. 54. It is a sim-
ple matter to verify that if bc = b
(3)
eff of Eq. 41 then the expression
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Figure 11. Test of the second consistency relation in Eq. 54.
Colors and protohalo samples are the same as Fig. 10, but now
show the slope of the smoothed, enclosed density protohalo profile
rather than its magnitude as a function of scaled protohalo mass.
In the upper panel, blue circles show the estimate using (b10 +
b01/γ2νu) s0, and red triangles and green squares show real and
Fourier-based direct measurements of the mean slope. The ratio
between the consistency relation estimate and the direct estimate
using Pc in the lower panel shows that the level of agreement
between these estimates is similar to that for the enclosed density.
above for 〈δh〉 becomes the first of the consistency relations in
Eq. 32. This shows that, if our model for bc is correct, then the
consistency relation is a tautology.
A similar analysis of the slope, i.e., inserting Eq. 59 in Eq. 58,
yields
2s0 〈Uh〉 =
∫
dk k2
2pi2
Pm(k) 2
dW
d ln s0
[
b10 W + b01 2
dW
d ln s0
]
= s0 b10 + b014s
2
0su = s0 (b10 + b01/γ
2
νu) (62)
which is the second relation in Eq. 54. And if bc = b
(3)
eff , then the
expression above for 2s0 〈Uh〉 becomes the third of the consistency
relations in Eq. 32.
Now suppose we have only reliable knowledge about the win-
dow function for k ≤ k†. Then it is useful to define W †, which is
the same as the true window function W up to k†, beyond which
it is set to zero. Then although Pc is still given by the true window
function W , the enclosed overdensity estimated using W † is
〈δ†h〉 =
∫
dk k2
2pi2
Pm(k)W
†
[
b10W + b01 2
dW
d ln s0
]
= b10s
†
0 + b01
∫
dk k2
2pi2
Pm(k)
d(W †)2
d ln s†0
d ln s†0
d ln s0
= s†0
(
b10 + b
†
01
)
, (63)
where s†0 is computed using W
† and b†01 ≡ b01 (d ln s†0/d ln s0).
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Similarly the consistency relation for the slope becomes
2s†0 〈U†h〉 =
∫
dk k2
2pi2
Pm(k) 2
dW †
d ln s†0
[
b10W + b01 2
dW
d ln s0
]
= s†0
(
b10 +
b†01
(γ†νu)2
)
, (64)
where γ†νu is also computed using W †. This shows that both con-
sistency relations look like the original ones, with rescaled s0 and
γνu, and b01 values.
To see what this means, consider what happens when we
estimate bc from the measured Pc by fitting to k ≤ k†. Suppose
that the true scale dependent bias piece is b01 dW/d ln s0. If we are
unsure of the high-k part of W , then we cannot compute s0, and
hence dW/d ln s0 when fitting to determine b01. This means that
when we fit, we are forced to fit for some b†01 using dW
†/d ln s†0.
Getting a good fit means b†01 dW
†/d ln s†0 = b01 dW/d ln s0 and
we are assuming W † = W for k ≤ k†, the result of fitting bc well
will be that b†01 ≡ b01 (d ln s†0/d ln s0). Blindly inserting this in
the consistency relation yields Eq. 63.
Thus, provided we have fit bc well, and provided we use W †
everywhere, the consistency relation will be satisfied. However,
〈δ†h〉 will not be the same as 〈δh〉 obtained with the true smoothing
window. In addition, as we change k†, d ln s†0/d ln s0 will change.
As a result, b†01 will depend on the value of k
†, until d ln s†0/d ln s0
is close enough to 1 that the difference doesn’t matter. I.e., the
difference between the true W and W † does not matter for k
larger than this final k†. If k†RLag < 1, then we will truly have
used the large scale information (on scale R† ∼ 1/k†) to constrain
the density on scale RLag. Note that the requirement is not really
|d ln s†0/d ln s0| − 1 1. Rather all we really need is b10 + b†01 to
be close enough to b10 + b01. For b10  b01, it may be that one
can live with fairly small k† and still be OK. The requirement for
the slope is slightly more stringent, since then we also need γ†νu
to have converged to γνu.
The analysis above makes the point that the accuracy with
which the consistency relation estimates the smoothed overden-
sity is directly related to how well our model for bc actually fits
the true bc; this depends in part on how well the assumed form for
W approximates the true W . Although one might have thought
that many parameters were required to achieve accurate results,
Figs. 8–11 indicate that the simple two-parameter model, moti-
vated by the excursion set approach, is good enough for recon-
structing the enclosed overdensity and its slope.
It turns out to be straightforward to extend this analysis to
higher order bias. Start with Eq.B2 in Musso et al. (2012), which
states that, in a Gaussian random field,
ξWn (R0) ≡
[
s0(R0)
]n/2
Nh
Nh∑
i=1
Hn
( δWi (R0)√
s0(R0)
)
(65)
=
∫ n∏
i=1
dki
(2pi)3
Pm(ki)W (kiR0)W (kiRLag) cn(k1, . . . ,kn), (66)
where δWi (R0) is the matter overdensity at the position of the
ith halo, smoothed on scale R0 with window W , and Hn is the
probabilist’s Hermite polynomial, and the cn are nth order bias
coefficients. (Strictly speaking, they wrote the sum over halos
which appears in the first equality above as 〈(1 + δh)Hn〉. Since
δh means something else here, we have simply written the sum
explicitly. In addition, our expression corrects a few other typos
in theirs.) Our notation highlights the fact that ξWn is a cross
correlation between protohalo positions and Hermite-polynomial
weightings of the smoothed density fluctuation field. In a model
where only ν and x matter,
cn(k1, . . . ,kn) = bn,0 + bn−1,1
n∑
i=1
s0
s1
k2i
+ bn−2,2
∑
i<j
s0
s1
k2i
s0
s1
k2j + · · · . (67)
When R0 = RLag then it is easy to see that the result of
inserting Eq. 67 in Eq. 66 is
ξWn (RLag)[
s0(RLag)
]n = n∑
j=0
(n
j
)
bj,n−j ; (68)
this is the consistency relation statement that a binomial co-
efficient weighting of the scale-dependent bias factors yields
the averaged Hermite-polynomial of the smoothed-overdensity
centered on the protohalos. If we replace x with u, then the
(s0/s1) k2i factors become 2 d lnWi/d ln s0 but our final expres-
sion for ξWn (RLag) is unchanged. In this case, ξ
W
1 is just ξ
W
c of the
previous subsections. It is easy to check that the relation for the
slope also works out easily. And finally, if m parameters matter,
then the binomial weighting becomes a multinomial (Castorina
& Sheth 2017).
4 CONCLUSIONS
In the initial Lagrangian space, protohalo patches which are des-
tined to evolve into halos at a later time must satisfy a number of
constraints. Typically, these constraints involve the value of the
smoothed density field as well as its derivatives with respect to
position and scale. Each of these constraints leaves its mark on
the spatial distribution of the protohalos: associated with each
constraint is a hierarchy of Lagrangian bias parameters (linear,
second order, etc.). We used a simple matrix algebra analysis to
show that if there are n constraints, there will be n linear bias pa-
rameters which satisfy n self-consistency relations (Section 2.1).
To date, only one of these n relations has been highlighted. Sec-
tion 3.6 provided a rather different Fourier-space analysis of these
relations. Both approaches show that these relations encode infor-
mation about the constraints: We demonstrated this using mea-
surements of the properties and clustering of protohalo patches
in the initial conditions of numerical simulations.
Our consistency relations show that measurements of the
scale-dependence of bias can be combined to estimate the criti-
cal overdensity required for halo formation. This estimate shows
that the critical overdensity, smoothed over the protohalo patch
scale, should be larger for less massive halos, and is in excellent
agreement with direct measurements of the overdensity within the
protohalo patches (Fig. 10). We used two estimators for the direct
measurement: one is a closer to the traditional estimator, and is
based on averaging in configuration space (Eq. 55). The other is
a new estimator built from Fourier space measurements (Eq. 57).
The two are in excellent agreement (Fig. 6). Our Fourier-based
estimator provides a particularly transparent way to see why the
consistency relations work so well (Eq. 61).
The scale-dependence of bias can also be used to estimate the
slope of the overdensity around protohalos, evaluated on the scale
of the patch. This predicted slope is steeper around less massive
protohalos, and is again in excellent agreement with direct mea-
surements of the slope (Fig. 11). As for the mean enclosed den-
sity, our direct measurements of the mean slope were also based
on configuration- (Eq. 56) and Fourier-based (Eq. 58) methods,
which agreed well (Fig. 7). And the Fourier-based estimator again
provides a simple route to the consistency relations (Eq. 62).
Our formalism suggests that, although the values of the large
scale bias factors may depend on the shape of the smoothing win-
dow, the combination which matters for the consistency relation
does not. In this respect, detailed a priori knowledge of the shape
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and scale of the smoothing is not necessary for our methodology
to work. Explicit measurements of this dependence confirm this
expectation (Figs. A6 and A7).
Thus, our analysis has shown that the large-scale bias param-
eters, which are usually regarded as nuisance parameters in cos-
mological analyses, actually encode useful information about the
small-scale physics of halo formation. The consistency relations
we highlighted allow one to decode this information. Although we
illustrated our approach using a simple model in which only two
(sensibly chosen!) parameters matter, we showed that our analy-
sis carries over, essentially unchanged, when there are more bias
parameters. This is important because, as the required precision
on our understanding of halo formation increases, we expect to
encounter more and more constraints, and hence more bias pa-
rameters. Our analysis showed how to proceed when some of these
parameters are nearly degenerate with others. Moreover, even in
the two parameter case, our analysis is immune to assembly bias,
in the sense that the same consistency relations can be used for
any subset of the halo population, without any a priori informa-
tion about the nature of the subset. Indeed, instead of breaking
down in the presence of assembly bias, the consistency relations
allow us to learn about the physics of assembly bias.
Our analysis leads to three interesting directions for further
study. The first is to extend our linear algebra method, which is
particularly simple for understanding the relations between linear
bias parameters, to determine the consistency relations associated
with higher order bias terms. (Our Fourier space approach was
generalized to higher order bias in Section 3.6.) The second is
to study how the consistency relations for the Lagrangian bias
of protohalo patches which we have studied here are modified
when one considers the Eulerian bias of evolved halos. Finally,
our results clearly have implications for studies which exploit the
relation between the scale independent linear bias parameter b10
and halo mass, and which seek to relate the amplitude of b10 to
higher order bias parameters (b20, say, see e.g. Hoffmann et al.
(2016)). Clarifying these issues is the subject of work in progress.
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APPENDIX A: CROSS CORRELATIONS IN
CONFIGURATION SPACE
The main text uses bias parameters estimated from protohalo-
mass cross correlations in Fourier space. An interesting by-
product of our analysis is an understanding of the same cross
correlations in configuration space. We first use a simple analyti-
cally tractable case to illustrate how the choice of smoothing filter
is expected to impact our analysis. We then show configuration
space measurements from our simulations, and illustrate how well
they are reproduced by our Fourier space analysis. This compari-
son has no free parameters, so any disagreement is a consequence
of systematics. Before illustrating how the choice of smoothing
window affects our use of consistency relations in practice, we use
our cross-correlation measurements to illustrate a point which was
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Figure A1. Cross-bias parameter in configuration space ob-
tained with top-hat (dashed, green), Gaussian (dotted-dashed,
red), and effective (solid, blue) smoothing windows respectively,
when P (k) ∝ k−2.
recently made by Castorina et al. (2016a): that suitably normal-
ized cross-correlations with the slope of the large scale fluctuation
field should yield the same large scale bias as cross-correlations
with the density itself. Finally, we show that our use of consis-
tency relations does not require detailed knowledge of the shape
of the smoothing window.
A1 Dependence on smoothing window: Theory
Suppose that the power spectrum is a power law
Pm(k) = Ak
−2. (A1)
See Musso & Sheth (2014) for more discussion of why this
is an interesting choice in the cosmological context. We set
A = 62.6 Mpch−1 by matching the z = 0 ΛCDM P (k) at
k = 1 Mpc−1 h. The dark matter correlation function is
ξm(r) =
∫
dk
(2pi)3
4pik2 Pm(k) j0(kr) =
A
4pir
. (A2)
In the upcrossing approximation of the excursion set approach,
the protohalo-mass cross power spectrum is
Pc(k) =
[
b10W (kR) + 2b01
dW (kR)
d ln s0(R)
]
Pm(k), (A3)
where R is the smoothing scale of the window associated with
defining protohalo patches, and s0(R) is given by Eq. 5.
For the top-hat window (W = WTH), the second term can
be simplified by noting that
dWTH
d ln s0
=
d lnR
d ln s0
dWTH
d lnR
= 3(WTH − j0), (A4)
because d lnR/d ln s0 = −1 for Eq. A1. Setting W = WTH in
Eq. A3 and inverse Fourier transforming yields
ξc =
A
2pi2
∫
dkj0(kr)
[
(b10 + 6b01)WTH(kR)− 6b01j0(kR)
]
. (A5)
If we define ρ ≡ r/R, then
ξc(Rρ) =
ξm(R)
[
3−ρ2
2
b10 + 3(1− ρ2)b01
]
if 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1
b10ξm(Rρ) if ρ > 1
.
(A6)
Remarkably, for ρ ≥ 1, the ratio ξc/ξm is constant and equal to
b10. I.e., the configuration space bias is independent of scale for
all r ≥ R; it becomes scale dependent only when r < R.
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Figure A2. 2 dξWc (r)/d ln s0(r) obtained with top-hat (dashed,
green), Gaussian (dotted-dashed, red), and effective (solid, blue)
smoothing windows respectively, when P (k) ∝ k−2.
In contrast, for Gaussian smoothing,
Pc(k) =
[
b10WG(kRG) + 2b01
dWG(kRG)
d ln s0(RG)
]
Pm(k), (A7)
where RG is the smoothing scale for the Gaussian window. We
set RG = R/
√
5 to match WG and WTH to lowest order in k.
Since
dWG(kRG)
d ln s0(RG)
= (kRG)
2WG(kRG), (A8)
we have
ξc(r) = b10 ξm(r) erf
( ρG√
2
)
+ 4 b01ξm(RG)
e−ρ
2
G/2√
2pi
, (A9)
where ρG ≡ r/RG. Clearly, for this filter, ξc/ξm is scale dependent
on all scales. This is also true for WEff (Eq. 16) which we used
extensively in the main text (and which we treat numerically).
Fig. A1 compares the cross bias parameter
bc(r) ≡ ξc(r)/ξm(r) (A10)
for WTH, WG and WEff , when R = 4 Mpch
−1, b10 = 0.3, and
b01 = 0.8, which correspond to halos of mass 2 × 1013Mh−1
at z = 0. In all cases, the bias approaches b10 on large scales
(r  RLag). However, the contribution to bc from the b10-part
drops rapidly as ρ . 1, while that from b01 peaks sharply around
ρ ∼ 1. Therefore the bump in bc is mainly driven by the term
which is proportional to b01. The sharpness of this bump depends
on the smoothing window: it is least sharp for the Gaussian filter
because WG is substantially less compact than WTH.
The other quantity which played an important role in the
main text is the slope of the profile, 2 dξWc (r)/d ln s0(r), where
ξWc (r) is given by Eq. 55. For the tophat window
dξTHc (r)
d ln s0(r)
=
{
3
5
(b10 + 6b01) ξm(R) ρ2 if ρ ≤ 1
18
5
(b10 + b01)
ξm(R)
ρ3
+ 3
2
b10 ξm(r)
[
1− 3
ρ2
]
if ρ > 1
,
(A11)
where ρ = r/R, while for the Gaussian window
dξGc (r)
d ln s0(r)
=
√
2
pi
ξm(r)
ρ3G
(1 + ρ2G)
3/2
[
b10 +
6 b01
1 + ρ2G
]
, (A12)
with ρG = r/RG. Fig. A2 shows 2 dξ
W
c (r)/d ln s0(r) for the three
smoothing windows, using the same parameters as for Fig. A1.
All three curves show a peak near r ∼ R (R = RG for Gaussian).
However, WTH is narrower and cuspier than WG. The curve for
WEff , with a narrow but rounded peak, is otherwise rather similar
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Figure A3. Bias factor bc obtained from inserting the measurements shown in Fig. 4 into Eq. A13. Solid black lines are not fits: they
show the predicted scale dependent bias associated with using the Fourier space estimates of b10, b01 and R shown in Fig. 9 in Eq. A14,
and using the resulting ξthyc in place of the measurements in Eq. A13.
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Figure A4. Configuration space cross-correlation signal, bc, us-
ing best-fit parameters from the Fourier space fits shown in the
main text, for two z = 0 protohalo mass bins (as labelled). Solid,
dashed and dotted curves show the total signal, and the contri-
butions which are proportional to b10- and b01-contributions.
to that for WTH. More importantly, it is qualitatively similar to
those shown in Fig. 5 of the main text.
A2 Lagrangian cross bias in configuration space
The main text made extensive use of the bias parameters esti-
mated from fitting to Fourier space measurements. In principle,
we could have fitted to configuration-space measurements instead.
Rather than doing so here, we instead show that the Fourier-space
analysis is able to provide a good description of our configuration-
space measurements.
Fig. 4 shows the configuration space cross-correlations for the
same halo populations shown in Fig. 8. From these, we defined
the configuration space cross-bias parameter
bc(r, z) =
D(z∗)
D(0)
(
ξc(r, z∗; z)
ξm(r, z∗)
− 1
)
, (A13)
where ξm is the linear theory correlation function of dark matter
at z∗ and z is the redshift at which the Eulerian halos which we
used to define the Lagrangian protohalos, were identified. Com-
parison with Eq. 53 shows that bc(r, z) is defined similarly to
bc(k, z). Note that ξm(r, z∗) is computed, not from the particle
distribution, but by performing the integral in Eq. A2 over the
linear theory power spectrum Pm(k, z∗).
The symbols in Fig. A3 show our measurements of bc. They
are well described by the smooth curves which are not fits; rather,
they show the predicted shape which we obtained by setting
ξthyc (r) =
∫
dk k2
2pi2
beff(k)Pm(k, z = 0) j0(kr), (A14)
where beff is given by Eq. 59, with b10, b01 and R taken from Fig. 9
(i.e., from fitting to the cross-spectrum bias shown in Fig. 8),
and then inserting this, instead of the measured ξc in Eq. A13.
Except for the most highly biased objects, these curves agree with
the measurements reasonably well. This demonstrates that our
analysis does not suffer from large systematic effects associated
with transforming between configuration and Fourier space.
To examine the predictions in more detail, Fig. A4 shows
the b10- and b01-contributions (dashed and dotted) for two mass
bins (as labelled) at z = 0. For r/RLag & 1.5, the apparently
constant part in fact has contributions of opposite signs, which
cancel to yield the large-scale constant value. (Fig. A3 suggests
that high mass halos may suffer larger systematics at large r than
the low mass ones as deviations from the measurements are more
apparent. However, it is the fractional deviation which matters,
and these are comparable to or smaller than for the low mass
halos.) For r/RLag ∼ 1, both components are positive. As for the
simple example shown in Fig. A1, the bump is primarily driven
by the sharp rise of the b01-component at r/RLag ∼ 0.7.
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Figure A5. Comparison of the ratio ξc/ξm (circles) which is usually used to define the linear bias factor bc in configuration space, with
dξWc /dξ
W
m (triangles) as a function of R.
A3 Bias from correlating with large scale slope
rather than density
The main text defines beff(k) of Eq. 59 as the ratio of the Fourier
transform of 〈δ|protohalo〉 to Pm(k), where δ is the unsmoothed
dark matter fluctuation at distance r from the protohalo. If ∆
denotes δ smoothed with a filter W (kR), then the Fourier trans-
form of 〈∆δ〉 equals Pm(k)W (kR), and the Fourier transform
of 〈∆|protohalo〉 divided by Pm(k)W (kR) also equals beff(k) of
Eq. 59.
With this in mind, consider Eq. 55 for ξWc (R). Writing ξc(r)
as the Fourier transform of Pc(k) = beff(k)Pm(k), and rearrang-
ing the order of the integrals over r and k yields
ξWc (R) =
∫
dk
k
k3Pm(k)
2pi2
beff(k)W (kR). (A15)
Therefore, the slope variable
2
dξWc (R)
d ln s0(R)
=
∫
dk
k
k3Pm(k)
2pi2
beff(k) 2
dW (kR)
d ln s0(R)
. (A16)
Hence, if we define ξWm and dξ
W
m /d ln s0 as the values of the ex-
pressions above when beff = 1, then we expect the ratio
dξWc (R)
dξWm (R)
=
2 dξWc (R)/d ln s0(R)
2 dξWm (R)/d ln s0(R)
(A17)
to give b10 on large scales. This is a special case of a more
general point made by Castorina et al. (2016a) that, for any
Yk which is linearly proportional to δk, the Fourier space ratio
〈Y |protohalo〉/〈Ykδk〉 = beff(k).
Fig. A5 compares dξWc /dξ
W
m with ξc/ξm using the same
measurements as in Fig. A3. We find that dξWc /dξ
W
m indeed ap-
proaches b10 on large scales, so that dξWc /dξ
W
m ≈ ξc/ξm on large
scales, in agreement with the assertion of Castorina et al. (2016a).
A4 Dependence on smoothing window: Practice
We noted in the main text that, although the correlations be-
tween variables which our methodology exploits may depend on
a smoothing window W , it does not assume any particular func-
tional form forW . Our use ofWEff in the main text was motivated
by the fact that, with it, one obtains a good description of the
cross-correlations between protohalos and the matter. To illus-
trate that our methodology is not tied to this functional form,
we now show the result of using WTH instead. Provided that us-
ing WTH in Eq. 59 does provide a good description of the curves
shown in Fig. 8, our methodology asserts that b10, b01, s0 and
ξWc may all change, but the consistency relation between them,
Eq. 30, will still apply.
In practice, because WTH ≈ WEff only at k  0.2 Mpc−1 h
or so, we already know that a model based on WTH will not
be optimal, especially for determining b01. However, if we deter-
mine b10 and b01 from fitting to k ≤ 0.2 Mpc−1 h only, then it
is possible that everything will work as well as it did for WEff .
In particular, since both WTH and WEff → 1 on large scales,
we expect bTH10 ≈ bEff10 . If we set both RTH and REff equal to
RLag, we expect b
TH
01 ≈ (6/5) bEff10 at low k. We can do it more
accurately by matching beff obtained using WTH with that from
WEff up to second order. These changes, along with the fact that
sTH0 (RLag) 6= sEff0 (RLag), obviously impact one side of the con-
sistency relation. On the other hand, ξTH(RLag) 6= ξEff(RLag)
either. In fact from Fig. 6, the threshold measured using the ef-
fective window is systematically lower than that from the top-hat.
So it is possible that this change to the rhs of the consistency re-
lation compensates to a large extent.
Fig. A6 shows that this is indeed what happens. Blue circles
and red triangles compare the two sides of the first equation in
Eq. 30 for WEff and WTH. Note that this way of presenting the
consistency relation test is different from that in Fig. 10, since
there we also wanted to show the mass dependence of the enclosed
overdensity, whereas here the object of interest is the consistency
relation itself. Both sets of symbols in Fig. A6 lie close to the
one-to-one line, indicating that the consistency relation applies
both for WEff and for WTH.
The agreement is slightly worse for WTH, presumably be-
cause using WEff in Eq. 59 is simply a better model for the cross
bias (Chan et al. 2015). (For WTH, we have actually refit b10, b01
and R, rather than rescaling as described above. The resulting
fractional deviation in Fig. A6 is of the same order as sTH0 from
sEff0 .) Fig. A7 shows a similar analysis of the consistency relation
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Figure A6. Dependence of the consistency relation for the en-
closed density on the shape of the smoothing window. Blue circles
and red triangles use WEff and WTH of Eqs. 16 and 17 when es-
timating b10, b01, s0 and ξWc for the protohalos of the z = 0.97
and z = 0 halos shown in Fig. 10.
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Figure A7. Same as Fig. A6, but now for the consistency relation
associated with the profile slope.
for the slope. In this case, WEff fares substantially better; presum-
ably this is because, as Fig. A2 shows, WTH results in a cuspy
signal around RLag, so it changes significantly if the appropriate
scale differs even slightly from RLag, which can happen if beff is
not a perfect fit to bc.
Recently, Modi et al. (2016) report the results of a similar
test of the consistency relation for 〈δh〉 based on WTH. However,
they presented their results in a format which makes it difficult
to assess ten percent discrepancies. Our Fig. A8 shows our re-
sults in the format they used. The agreement between the direct
and large-scale structure measurements is impressive; however,
the larger dynamic range here does not do justice to the level of
agreement which our preferred formats, Figs. 10 and A6, show.
Unfortunately, they do not show results for the slope. Neverthe-
less, the agreement between our analyses for 〈δh〉 is reassuring,
as it indicates that detailed a priori knowledge of the shape of
the smoothing window is not crucial for reconstructing 〈δh〉 from
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Figure A8. Test of the first consistency relation (in Eq. 30). Blue
circles connected with solid curves show (b10 +b01)δsc(z). Red tri-
angles (dashed) and green squares (dotted) show 〈δh〉 δsc(z)/s0,
where 〈δh〉 comes from direct measurements of the enclosed over-
density in protohalo patches using real and Fourier-space meth-
ods (Eq. 55 and 57) respectively. The data from the halos of
mass M at z = 0 and 0.97 in the Oriana and Carmen sim-
ulations, are shown as a function of the scaled mass variable
νsc = δsc(z)/
√
s0(M).
large scale bias – in agreement with the arguments given in the
main text.
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